
All people can grow plant well



Letter of instruction

To whom may concern:

Hey! I’m Scot, the founder of Best of Grow supply inc. Thank you for the opportunity 

and privilege to introduce our products and services.

Who we are?
Best of Grow dedicates to provide highly efficient, affordable products and services for 

anyone passionate growing. We entrepreneur team have sound planting related 

business experiences and aim to be the most valued option for customers looking for 

plantation tools.

What do we do?
We present all range of artificial lights, including HPS, CMH, LED and accessories. For 

detailed information, please refer to our website: www.bestofgrow.ca. When 

investigating the marketplace, we realized that existing products were far from 

satisfying in terms of stability and effectiveness. Hence, we went deep in the supply 

chain, control the costs exceptionally. 

Why do I write this letter?
I write this letter to sincerely invite you to join the big Best of Grow family and achieve 

three objectives together:

1) Financial success. Selling our products can be profitable and rewarding. We take 

care of your profits and provide a bonus credit back. 

2) Completion. Through our Commercial Project Support Plan (CPSP), you will be back 

up by specialist, FREE design, customized products. So that you earn local commercial 

greenhouse projects like a pro manufacturer.  

3) Expansion. You may expand your business without throwing a penny in inventory. 

We will get you covered. 

Please also refer to the PROPOSAL detached in this brochure. I am looking forward to 

hearing from you soon.

Best Wishes,

Scot Pan (CEO)
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Proposal

Foresee
Due to the urgent demands from commercial greenhouse/indoor planting and hobby 

planting, the artificial lighting industry is blooming. The fastest growth could reach as 

higher as 25%, which projects to be experienced by the greenhouse/vertical farming 

division in the coming years. It is just the right moment to launch a range of new 

products, and we anticipate gaining a noticeable market share.

Brand priority marketing strategy
We plan to utilize online and offline strategies to promote our brand. Upon launching 

the brand, social media will be employed to introduce the products and extend its 

influence. Meanwhile, we have plans to invest in magazines and exhibitions, sharing 

our story and introducing excellent products to our customers.

Fixed-price policy
The price policy will be fixed and unified in all sales channels and regions, ensuring our 

price transparency and presenting much security to customers. This policy will 

guarantee our retail partners' interests as well as customers. Instead of a rigid pricing 

strategy, we will cope with a very ambitious and aggressive price policy. 

Super warranty
Due to our strong confidence in the quality of products, we will provide a super 

warranty policy that includes 48 months warranty of fixture and 10000 hours of lamps. 

The reason is that we have gone deeper into the supply chain and reformed most of 

the manufacturing process. Many of the technical have been applicated on a 

significant scale and are very mutual.

Attractive reward system
Besides the named profit you can expect, we also provide a desirable reward system 

for our retail partners. If the sales amount exceeds a target, you will receive an extra 

rebate of dollars for each item sold on-site.

Extra sales support
As an option, we provide additional sales support for you in stimulating your staff. 

Because first-line employees and managers face customers directly, and sales 

amount relies on how well they handle the customers. This supportive option would 

include a monthly sales bonus PLUS an annual reward, including a FREE holiday trip 

or an excellent TV if they fulfill specific criteria.
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Commercial Project Support Plan (CPSP)
Be a supplier of a commercial green-house project is a long term and profitable 

business. However, local stores are often excluded from the game because of lacking 

critical strengths.

We believe local vendors can serve local project owners better than brands from long 

distance. Under our CPSP, we will enhance your capability in gaining these critical 

projects. The supportive service includes

1. A green-house specialist consultant. We will have one specialist to support you on

bidding and negotiation.

2. FREE lighting layout design. We can provide lighting layout design for green house

upon receiving customer’s request.

3. Reviewing customer’s power scheme design FREE of charge.

4. Product customization and integration. We are indoor farming enthusiasts and we

have a collection of reliable and high profile brands, including lighting system,

irrigation system, panel, bench, cables, fans, and etc.

5. Competitive price and terms. We have a robust ability of controlling cost and

      keeping high quality, therefore we can provide most competitive price and 

payment 

      terms to compete with other brands. 

6. Training program. Online training information and resources regarding project

operation will be available soon.

Inventory coverage plan
We want to invite you to join our inventory coverage plan to test selling our products 

RISK-FREE in three months. We can provide a certain amount of products for test 

selling right after your company meets our criteria1. You have sufficient time to 

evaluate our products, services and make a decision2.   

Shall you have any interests or suggestion, please contact us via hotline 778-917-9876 

or send email to info@bestofgrow.ca .

  1* Business and/or personal credit check is compulsory. 

  2* All terms effect after confirmed by agreements between parties and Best of Grow 

Supply Inc.
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How to select a suitable LED?

1. Spectral ratio suitable for plant photosynthesis
A professional plant light supplement system must first 

have a spectrum ratio suitable for plant photosynthesis. For 

plants, light with a spectrum in the 300-800nm band can 

be used by plants for photosynthesis. The unit to measure 

this band is also We call it PPF (Photosynthetic Photon 

Flux). The red light and blue light play a pivotal role in 

photosynthesis. Of course, green light and other 

wavelengths also have a supplementary effect on plants.

2. The impact of PPF
Secondly, for the same light supplement product, the more 

A high PPF output means that more photosynthetic 

photons are absorbed by plants, that is to say, the higher 

the PPF value, the more conducive to the photosynthesis of 

plants, but for a product, the efficiency index directly 

reflects the technical level of a product. That is, how much 

PPF (μmol/W) can be produced by an average of 1W of 

electrical energy. Under the same power condition, the 

higher the efficiency, the higher the PPF. For example, two 

products are 660W, one PPF is 1700umol, and the other is 

1600umol. The efficiencies are 2.58umol/W and 

2.42umol/W, so the first product produces more PPF for 

photosynthesis of plants under the same power 

consumption conditions. In theory, its planting efficiency is 

also higher. Of course The level of this efficiency can be 

adjusted through the design of the spectrum.

3. Good light decay maintenance rate
The light decay maintenance rate of a high-quality LED 

product can still reach 90% of the initial state after 

50,000 hours

4. Product warranty
The life span of a good LED product can be 5 years.

5. Service
A good product requires a professional technical 

team to provide customers with professional lighting 

design solutions, while providing high-quality 

pre-sales, in-sales, and after-sales services.
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LED Lighting series

By focusing its mission on continual consistency, Best of 

Grow is at the forefront of crop cultivation, extraction and 

production LED Top Lighting by controlling their 

manufacturing process from start to finish. They have 

been able to achieve their goal of delivering consistent 

products to the market by investing in research, 

technology and focusing on operations efficiencies to 

increase crop yields and potency while reducing 

operating costs.

Light system special for seedlings, flowers and Indoor plants etc.

For vegetation and bloom growth stages of plants.

Offers PPF up to 1535/1780 μmol per second, with a lighting 

efficacy  of 2.3/2.7 μmol/J.

Certified with the ETL Mark and IP66 Rating.

Long life time: L90: >54,000hrs.

OSRAM LEDs are adopted 8 pcs LED bars and the whole unit is 

660W.

With bracket, adjustable cable for mounting hardware.

The 0-10V Dimming function can be added separately with 

extra cost.



Data is based on Best of Grow tests performed in a controlled environment and representative of relative performance. Actual performance can vary 

depending on operating conditions.Specifications are subject to change without notice. All specifications are nominal unless otherwise noted.

CONTROLLER

Suitable for all kinds of Megaphoton fixtures with controller ports.
Maximum Number of lighting fixtures:50-100pcs (We have the 
booster to expand the numbers of lighting fixtures up to 500-1000 pcs).
Auto-dim at set temperature.
Auto-shutdown at set temperature.
Sunrise / sunset period.
Alarm contracts NO/NC.
No need for a switchboard.
Easy and safe installation.
Protected against short-circuits.
Double temperature safety features.

PRODUCT SPECTRUM REPORT：

Frequency  50/60Hz

SPECIFICATIONS

Input Voltage 100~277VAC

Current 6.30~2.27A

Power Consumption 630W

Power Factor >0.9

PPF 1700μmol/s @277V

Efficiency 2.7μmol/j @277V

Ingress protection IP66

Lifetime 50,000hrs

Warranty 5 years

Operational Phase Grow and Bloom phase
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LED Top Lighting

LED OS 660A 

UNFOLD DIMENSION

Dimensions(mm / in)
Weight (kg / Ib)L W H

1195/47 1087/42.8 32/1.26 16.5/36.4

FOLD DIMENSION

Dimensions(mm / in)
Weight (kg / Ib)L W H

1195/47 543.5/21.4 32/1.26 16.5/36.4

Intertek

c us

TM

I
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Data is based on Best of Grow tests performed in a controlled environment and representative of relative performance. Actual performance can vary 

depending on operating conditions.Specifications are subject to change without notice. All specifications are nominal unless otherwise noted.

UNFOLD DIMENSION

Dimensions(mm / in)
Weight (kg / Ib)L W H

1190/46.8 1084/42.7 99/3.9 15.5/34

FOLD DIMENSION

CONTROLLER

Dimensions(mm / in)
Weight (kg / Ib)L W H

1190/46.8 542/21.35 99/3.9 15.5/34

Intertek

c us

TM

I

PRODUCT SPECTRUM REPORT：

Frequency  50/60Hz

SPECIFICATIONS

Input Voltage 100~277VAC

Light Output PPF 1700 μmol/s @277V

Efficiency 2.7μmol/J @277 VAC

AC Input Power 630 W @ 277 VAC

Light Distribution 120°

Max. Ambient Temperature 95°F/35°C

Dimming Dimming knob + 0-10V

Ingress Protection IP66

Lifetime L90: > 50,000hrs

Certifications CE, ETL , UL 1598 Wet Location, DLC

Warranty 5 years

LED Top Lighting

LED OS 630B
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Suitable for all kinds of Megaphoton fixtures with controller ports.
Maximum Number of lighting fixtures:50-100pcs (We have the 
booster to expand the numbers of lighting fixtures up to 500-1000 pcs).
Auto-dim at set temperature.
Auto-shutdown at set temperature.
Sunrise / sunset period.
Alarm contracts NO/NC.
No need for a switchboard.
Easy and safe installation.
Protected against short-circuits.
Double temperature safety features.



Dimensions(mm / in)
Weight (kg / Ib)

L W H
104.8/4.13 86.4/3.40 34.3/1.35 0.25/0.55

PERFORMANCE

Input Voltage Adapter:100V-240V AC50/60Hz -5V DC

Select ballast type 315W/400W/600W/630W/750W/1000W

Set output level 50-115%

Outputs 2

Temperature sensors 2

Number of ballasts per output 50

Total number of ballasts 100

External Contactor Modules 2 optional

Master Controller
ZTKZQ-01

FUNCTIONS

PHYSICAL

No need for a switchboard

Easy and safe installation (low voltage device)

Protected against shortcuts

Double temperature safety feature 

For 100 ballasts

Show output as W or %

Auto shutdown at set temp

Sunrise/sunset period

Alarm contacts NO/NC

A B C D E

Key Function
A Dimmng View and adjust output level
B Down Navigate down in menu/decrease value
C Enter Go to menu/confirm
D Up Navigate up in menu/increase value 
E Back Navigate back in menu/cancel/reset

Controls

INDICATIONS

A
B
C
D

F

H

E

G

5V DC input

3.5 mm jack main temperature sensor (T1)

C. RJ9 (4P4C) Main port for controlling up to 40 ballasts

Cage clamp connector EEM1 (output is active when main channel is on)

Cage clamp connector EEM2 (output is active when main channel is off)

Cage clamp alarm Normally Open (potential free contact)

RJ9 (4P4C) Auxiliary port for controlling up to 40 ballasts

3.5 mm jack auxiliary temperature sensor (T2)

A

B
C

D

F

H

E

G

Alarm Contact

Climate Room 1 Climate Room 2

EEM

 MASTER CONTROLLERS

50

50

50
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Data is based on Best of Grow tests performed in a controlled environment and representative of relative performance. Actual performance can vary 

depending on operating conditions.Specifications are subject to change without notice. All specifications are nominal unless otherwise noted.
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LED Inter-lighting 

ML-IXG10001

PRODUCT SPECTRUM REPORT：

Intertek

c us

TM

Ic us

Data is based on Best of Grow tests performed in a controlled environment and representative of relative performance. Actual performance can vary 

depending on operating conditions.Specifications are subject to change without notice. All specifications are nominal unless otherwise noted.

SPECIFICATIONS

Input Voltage 200~400VAC  50/60Hz

Power Consumption 100W

Power Factor >0.9

Light output 310μmol/s

Efficiency 3.1μmol/j

Ingress protection IP66 damp/dry

Rated average lifetime 36,000H L90

Warranty 3 years

Operational Phase Grow and Bloom phase

DIMENSION

Dimensions(mm / in)
Weight 
(kg / Ib)W HL

2400/94.4 70/2.76 85/3.35 3.66/8.07
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DIMENSION

Dimensions(mm/in)
Weight (kg/Ib)L W H

1085/42.72 120/4.72 76/2.99 5.8/12.8

Intertek

c us

TM

I

PRODUCT SPECTRUM REPORT：

Model ML-TRW63002

SPECIFICATIONS

Input Voltage 100~277VAC 50/60Hz

Power Consumption 630W @ 277VAC

Power Factor >0.95

PPF 1700μmol/s @277V

PPE 2.7μmol/J @277V

Ingress Protection IP66

Lifetime L90:>50,000hrs

Operational Phase Grow and Bloom phase

Suggested Assemble Height ≥0.46m/18.1 inch

Power 0-10V

LED Top Lighting

ML-TRW63002

Data is based on Best of Grow tests performed in a controlled environment and representative of relative performance. Actual performance can vary 

depending on operating conditions.Specifications are subject to change without notice. All specifications are nominal unless otherwise noted.
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How to select a high efficiency HID system?
1. Light source:
1) A professional plant supplement light system must first

have a spectrum ratio suitable for plant photosynthesis. For 

plants, light with a spectrum in the 300-800nm band can

be used by plants for photosynthesis. The unit is also called

PPF (photosynthetic photon flux). The red light and blue

light play an important role in photosynthesis. Of course,

green light and other wavelengths also have a certain

supplementary effect on plants;

2) Secondly, for the same light supplement , The higher

the PPF output, the more photosynthetic photons are

absorbed by the plant, that is to say, the higher the PPF

value the more conducive to the photosynthesis of the

plant, but for a product, the efficiency index directly reflects 

the technology of a product Level, that is, how much PPF

(umol/W) can be produced by an average of 1W of electrical 

energy. Under the same power conditions, the higher the

efficiency, the higher the PPF: The PPF output of a 1000W

light source can reach 2100umol, and its efficiency is 2.1μ

mol/ W.

3) Luminous decay maintenance rate: the better the light

source, the higher the luminous decay maintenance rate,

and the 10,000-hour light decay maintenance rate of our

products is controlled within 90%.

2. Reflector:

1) Material: High-quality aluminum and craftsmanship

determine the reflection efficiency of the reflector material. 

The reflection efficiency of our reflector products is 95%,

made in Germany.

2) Light distribution curve: On the basis of good reflective

materials, an excellent light distribution curve determines

the overall efficiency of the reflector and the uniformity of

light output. Our products have the best light distribution

design and materials. We choose the most suitable

reflector for different planting positions.

3. Electronic ballast:

1) Efficiency: The electronic ballast efficiency of our

1000W products reaches 96%, which is the best in the

industry

2) Damage rate: The damage rate of our products is

less than 1% in 3 years, and it has a very good

performance.

The electronic ballast part determines the efficiency 

and damage rate of the product,

Reflector is a very important part of the fill light system
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HID Series
Dimmable, with controller port.

600W / 750W / 825W / 1000W / 1150W.

Vossloh Schwabe Lampholder (from Germany).

Reflector: Alanod Germany.

CSA, CE, etc. certificates

Voltage: 120V / 208V / 230V / 240V

Current: 9.30A / 5.10A / 4.52A / 4.60A

Power Consumption: 1085W / 1060W / 1040W / 1055W

Power Factor: > 0,99

Dimensions: 609x249x249mm

Weight: 6.0kg

References

1000W Double Ended Lamp Pro

Specifications

Typical Par Output (PPF): 2100µmol/s

Lumen output maintenance rate ≥95% after 10000 hours

Alanod Germany

Miro 9/9036 GP

Proven reflection efficiency up to 95%

New Reflector

11.0=6292.539mW/nm
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HPS 1000W

CMH 750W

CMH 630W

CMH 315W

CMH 315Wx2

277V

347V

DE Dimmable

DE Dimmable

DE Dimmable

480V DE Dimmable

120-240V Double Ended

120-240V Double Ended

120-240V Dual

120-240V Single Ended

120-240V 

Power Voltage Lamp
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Dimensions(mm / in)
Weight (kg / Ib)L W H

288/11.34 228/8.98 610/24.02 5.1/11.24

Frequency  50/60Hz

SPECIFICATIONS

DIMMING TYPE

Input Voltage 120V / 240V

Input Current 9.3A / 4.6A

Input Power 1085W / 1055W

Min Power Factor 0.99

THD <10%

Crest Factor <1.7

Case Length 288mm / 11.34"

Case Width 228mm / 8.98"

Height 610mm / 24.02"

Weight 5.1kg / 11.24lb

Gear 600 750 825 1000 1150 EXT

1.External control: Best of Grow Master Controller

End of Lamp Life(EOL)Protection
Short circuit protection
Open circuit protection
Ignition failure protection
Thermal protection

Protections

Max. allowable case temperature:75°C/167°F.
Ambient Temperature:-20...+40°C/-4…+104°F.
Ignition voltage is 5kV.
Power must be cycled off-then on,after replacing the lamp.

Installation & Application Notes

Tcase max=75°C/167°F

Wiring Diagram

Ballast Case must be Grounded

DIMENSION

HOT SOPT

HYDRO 1000W 
HPS Fixture
H1-1000CY1W-GI18

Data is based on Best of Grow tests performed in a controlled environment and representative of relative performance. Actual performance can vary 

depending on operating conditions.Specifications are subject to change without notice. All specifications are nominal unless otherwise noted.
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HYDRO 315W 
CMH SE Fixture
H1-315CKW-WVG

DIMMING TYPE

Rated mains voltage 120-240V

Voltage range (+/-10%) 108-264V

Mains frequency 50/60Hz

Operation frequency 140-220Hz

Frequency  50/60Hz

SPECIFICATIONS

Input Voltage 120V / 240V

Input Current 2.89A / 1.43A

Input Power 343W

Min Power Factor 0.95

THD <15%

Crest Factor <1.7

Inrsh current ≤ 37.5 Amps

When the dimming 
coltage changes between 
5V and 10V, the input 
watts chages between 50% 
and 100%

End of Lamp Life(EOL)Protection
Short circuit protection
Open circuit protection
Ignition failure protection
Thermal protection

Max. allowable case temperature:75°C/167°F.
Ambient Temperature:-20...+40°C/-4…+104°F.
Ignition voltage is 5kV.
Power must be cycled off-then on,after replacing the lamp.

Tcase max=75°C/167°F

PROTECTIONS

INSTALLATION & APPLICATION NOTES

Wiring Diagram

Ballast Case must be Grounded

DIMENSION

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Dimensions(mm / in)
Weight (kg / Ib)L W H

561/22.09 245/9.65 182/7.17 3.58/7.89

Power(W%) 

Volt(V) 

0

50%

100% 

0% 
2 4 6 8 10

HOT SPOT

561mm

18
2m

m

24
5m

m

24
5m

m

Data is based on Best of Grow tests performed in a controlled environment and representative of relative performance. Actual performance can vary 

depending on operating conditions.Specifications are subject to change without notice. All specifications are nominal unless otherwise noted.
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Replacement and Accessories

Lamps

HPS 1000W Double Ended Pro HPS 1000W Double Ended

CMH 315W SE 3K/4K

Lumen output maintenance rate ≥95% after 10000 hours

Reflector
Alanod Germany 

Miro 9/9036 GP

Proven reflection efficiency up to 95%

Commercial Brackets

The method of installation can be customized according to different hydroponic requirements.

Typical Par Output (PPF): 2100µmol/s  



Best of Grow Supply Inc.




